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Bible Ghost Stories, leftover from October 2018:

Julian Jaynes & Immanuel Velikovsky, the two works which are foundational to understanding the Bible and other ancient sources. “Worlds in Collision”, “Origin of Consciousness”. Velikovsky explains the physical mechanisms involved in the extraordinary events described in the Old Testament; Jaynes provides a historical basis for understanding the bicameral/paranormal phenomena which are described in both Testaments of the Bible.

http://www.bearfabrique.org/DocGreenShow.htm

There are a half dozen or so stories in the Bible about people being heard from after they died and three which are common: the stories about Jesus himself, Lazarus, and the tale of Samuel, Saul, and the "Witch of Endor". Several elements of those stories match up so closely that they make a powerful argument for the reality of the stories, since the authors were widely separated by time and space and had no opportunity to get together in a room and try to match those stories up artificially:

- Each of the instances was seen by enough witnesses that the story cannot simply be written off.
- In no case is it possible to believe that anybody ever came back in a real dead body. If you want dead bodies walking around, the religion you want is Voodoo.
- Nonetheless the experience of witnesses was indistinguishable from what you might expect if the person had in fact come back in a human body, down the detail of nail holes in the case of Christ himself, as per the witness of Thomas.
- All of these events were temporary, lasting a few days or a few weeks. Nobody ever stuck around for another ten years after coming back from the dead.

Again, the interesting thing is that those stories are widely separated in time and place so that there is no way to think that the authors ever got together in a room to try to get their details to match up. That argues against thinking the stories to be fanciful. In the case of Christ, you have the disciples to the man going to their
deaths rather than deny having witnessed the resurrection. One person going to his death for a cause he knew to be false may or may not be believable, but all of them?

Bob Hope on vacation in the Caribbean, asks a local doctor about zombies:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XjCory-9y8

There may also be a tendency to believe that these events were known to have been seen by only a small group of people and, in the cases of Lazarus and Samuel, that would be correct; not so in the case of Christ. As Lon Solomon of the McLean Bible Church (Virginia) has noted, professional football didn’t exist 2000 years ago. You had a case of a notable religious leader ANNOUNCING that he was going to allow Romans to kill him in their usual gruesome fashion and that, after three days, he would return. You have to assume that people were taking down bets and that bookies were talking about little else.

So that, 2000 years ago even as now, the idea of somebody coming back from the dead in an unambiguous fashion would have been pretty much the biggest deal which anybody had ever heard of.

Julian Jaynes on the reality of bicameral/paranormal things

City states around the Mediterranean basin had run for centuries on information coming back from prophets and oracles and Julian Jaynes himself noted:

“The obdurate rationalist simply scoffs plena deo indeed! Just as the mediums of our own times have always been exposed as frauds, so these so-called oracles were really performances manipulated by others in front of an illiterate peasantry for political or monetary ends. But such a realpolitik attitude is doctrinaire at best. Possibly there was some chicanery in the oracle’s last days, perhaps some bribery of the prophetes, those subsidiary priests or priestesses who interpreted what the oracle meant. But earlier, to sustain so massive a fraud for an entire millennium through the most brilliant intellectual civilization the world had yet

________________________
known is impossible, just impossible. Nor can it gibe with the complete absence of criticism of the oracle until the Roman period. Nor with the politically wise and often cynical Plato reverently calling Delphi “the interpreter of religion to all mankind.”

That appears to be as close as Jaynes ever came to considering the possibility that any of the phenomena he was writing about may have been real, or that real information was involved.

Jaynes appeared to be limiting his view to the age following Exodus. What happens if you go back further in time and, in fact, to the true antediluvian period? http://www.bearfabrique.org/Misc/telepathicAge.pdf

Basically, human communication prior to the flood and the fall of the tower was telepathic, that is what the story of the tower means.

May and June editions of the Doc Green Show, Ka vs actual physical interstellar travel

The Old Kingdom Egyptian Notion of Ka

Egyptians of the old kingdom believed that when the god Khnum created a person on his potter’s wheel, he created the person and the person’s ka at the same time. Julian Jaynes observed that Ka was a voice phenomenon; notice the Ka’s in the images pointing towards their mouths:
Consider then what Dr. Budge has to say about the concept of ka as “double”:

In the interval which elapsed between the period of the prehistoric burials and the IVth dynasty, the Egyptian formulated certain theories about the component parts of his own body, and we must consider these briefly before we can describe the form in which the dead were believed to rise. The physical body of a man was called KHAT, a word which indicates something in which decay is inherent; it was

this which was buried in the tomb after mummification, and its preservation from
destruction of every kind was the object of all amulets, magical ceremonies,
prayers, and formulae, from the earliest to the latest times. The god Osiris even
possessed such a body, and its various members were preserved as relics in
several shrines in Egypt. Attached to the body in some remarkable way was the
KA, or "double," of a man; it may be defined as an abstract individuality or
personality which was endowed with all his characteristic attributes, and it
possessed an absolutely independent existence. It was free to move from place to
place upon earth at will, and it could enter heaven and hold converse with the
gods. The offerings made in, the tombs at all periods were intended for the
nourishment of the KA, and it was supposed to be able to eat and drink and to
enjoy the odour of incense. In the earliest times a certain portion of the tomb was
set apart for the use of the KA, and the religious organization of the period
ordered that a class of priests should perform ceremonies and recite prayers at
stated seasons for the benefit of the KA in the KA chapel; these men were known as
"KA priests." In the period when the pyramids were built it was firmly believed that
the deceased, in some form, was able to be purified, and to sit down and to eat
bread with it "unceasingly and for ever;" and the KA who was not supplied with a
sufficiency of food in the shape of offerings of bread, cakes, flowers, fruit, wine,
ale, and the like, was in serious danger of starvation.

Similarly, John chapter 12 notes that:

1 Then Jesus six days before the passover came to Bethany, where Lazarus was
which had been dead, whom he raised from the dead.

2 There they made him a supper; and Martha served: but Lazarus was one of them
that sat at the table with him.

A modern person would expect Lazarus to have said something like:

“Hey, you know, I’m really just a ghost and ghosts don’t eat food, you people go
on and eat…”

But the story, strangely enough, doesn’t read that way. You assume Lazarus ate
dinner with the others or, at least for all intents and purposes, appeared to do so.

The Fermi Paradox...
For the purpose of the Fermi Paradox, it may be that interstellar travel is rare or non-existent and that the only thing you’d ever really want from another star system was INFORMATION, and this notion of Ka might suffice for that.

Actual Interstellar Travel

The power needed for interstellar Travel

Rubber Power

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUSDcjnugww
Jet Power

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrUMILZxIkJU

The power of electrostatic force (as compared to gravity), around minute 39 of Professor Gerald Pollock’s presentation at the 2017 Thunderbolts conference:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnwAUVNhU0s
Same video around 19:30, the idea of a water bridge:

With an energetic input, water molecules undergo massive change.

All EU 2017 presentations without ads for $30
Thunderbolts Conference 2017 online, $30

https://www.electricuniverse.live

TR-3B Eye witness accounts around 11:05 - 13:45
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxEIyHlGIOI

No Rabbits amongst TR-3B witnesses…,
Wikipedia article on Belgian AF and black triangles:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belgian_UFO_wave

“The Belgian UFO wave was a series of purported sightings of triangular UFOs in Belgium, which lasted from 29 November 1989 to April 1990. Months after the event, many people claimed to have witnessed the object, but no pictures, videos or any other type of proof was ever provided.”

Artists conceptions of TR-3B are taken from eye witness accounts...
Who is Edgar Fouche?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cc1IrnrEkH0g&t=1752s

Biefeld/Brown Propulsion

Dr. Paul LaViolette describes the situation.
11.3 Corporate Interest

In December of 1955 Aviation Report noted that corporate interest in antigravity research was widening:\(^{(12)}\)

ELECTRO-GRAVITICS EFFORT WIDENING

Companies studying the implications of gravitics are said in a new statement, to include Glenn Martin, Convair, Sperry-Rand, Sikorsky, Bell, Lear Inc. and Clark Electronics. Other companies who have previously evinced interest include Lockheed, Douglas and Hiller. The remainder are not disinterested, but have not given public support to the new science – which is widening all the time. The approach in the U.S. is in a sense more ambitious than might have been expected.

*Aviation Report*, December 9, 1955

Interest in this new field apparently spread quite rapidly, because report GRG 013/56, published two months later, noted that most major aviation companies in the United States were interested in electrogravitics:\(^{(13)}\)

Groups are being organised to study electrostatic and electromagnetic phenomena. Most of the industry's leaders have made some reference to it. Douglas has now stated that it has counterbary on its work agenda but does not expect results yet awhile. Hiller has referred to new forms of flying platform, Glenn Martin say gravity control could be achieved in six years, but they add that it would entail a Manhattan District type of effort to bring it about. Sikorsky, one of the pioneers, more or less agrees with the Douglas verdict and says that gravity is tangible and formidable, but there must be a physical carrier for this immense trans-spatial force. This implies that where a physical manifestation exists, a physical device can be developed for creating a similar force moving in the opposite direction to cancel it. Clarke Electronics state they have a rig, and add that in their view the source of gravity's force will be
More on Interstellar Travel

Larry Davenport Demo:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrWPnBOU5ew

Russian video, antigravity flying device (Гравилёт):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JeeaZlYonc

So simple high-school kids could do it??

Interesting discussion:

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread965970/pg1

Ben Rich was a key person at the Lockheed "Skunk Works" and the man responsible for the F117 stealth fighter; he is sometimes called the "father of stealth".

The question involves a quote which you read, purportedly from Rich: "Ben Rich, stated during a 1993, Alumni Speech at UCLA"
"We already have the means to travel among the stars, but these technologies are locked up in black projects and it would take an Act of God to ever get them out to benefit humanity...Anything you can imagine, we already know how to do."

One reply to the question as to a source for that quote was exceedingly interesting:

It sounds like Jan Harzan is the source of these quotes.

This was posted on a forum in 2006 -

Josh,

I will answer for him as I have that data. Jan Harzan is the Director of MUFON O.C. and it is he who heard the statements.

Well, it just so happens that Jan was the source of the rumor that Ben Rich made statements in a presentation he gave to the group of engineers which happened to be members of a UCLA Alumni association who were invited to hear this presentation by Ben Rich on March 23, 1993.

The late Ben R. Rich, a UCLA School of Engineering alumnus (MS '50) who is known as the "Father of Stealth," is recognized as one of the best aircraft engineers in the world and led development of the heralded F-117 stealth fighter.

Knowing Jan, I called him to clarify what Ben said at this presentation to UCLA engineering alumni. I work at UCLA and am only steps away from the engineering building.

Here is what Jan, a Senior Project Executive with Boeing told me about Ben's presentation:

- Ben showed slides and went through the history of the Skunk Works. Showed pics of U2 and SR-71 and drones that no one had seen before.

- The kicker was the last slide. It showed a black disk headed for space. Ben showed this and made the statement, "We now have the
He made this statement in 1993, but did not say how long we have had this tech.

There was a Q&A after the lecture. In this Q&A, he told the engineers that it was now possible to travel to the stars. There was an error in the equations which was corrected. The time of travel is fast, but he didn't say how fast.

Ben said he believed that security was too oppressive and that *the time had come to develop this technology in the commercial world now that the cold war has ended*. Months later he died of cancer.

Jan is going to consult with his friend Tom who was also present and do an article on this in a future MUFON Journal.

- Bill Hamilton

The quote from Ben Rich is part of a big picture view which seems to be coming into focus. Other parts of that picture would include Paul LaViolette's discussions of Biefeld/Brown propulsion and the various discussions you see around the net regarding the TR-3B. It begins to appear that the US government has had technology vastly better than rocket propulsion for some time now.
“All of which explains why he seems so unfazed. Real scientists can easily shoot down the antigravity claims of lifters - but they can't stop the hard-core believers from flying them. I'm beginning to realize that as long as any teenager can cobble one of these things together with materials lying around the house, lifters will be the cockroaches of antigravity, impossible for skeptics to eradicate.”

**Thomas Townshend Brown Family Website:**

http://www.thomastownsendbrown.com/library.htm

**$165 Kids Toy**

BAYANGTOYS X16 GPS Brushless Altitude Hold 2.4G 4CH 6Axis RC Quadcopter RTF

**Price:** US$165.99

**Shipping:** In stock. Processing time: 1-3 business days

Free shipping via Expedited Shipping Service. Shipping time: 5-8 business days